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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DISTRICT COURT, SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

June 23, 2017 
WILLIAM H.LEARY Ill 

Judge 

RE: State of Minnesota vs. Jeronimo Yanez Jury Trial Service 

First of all, I want to thank you for the profound public service you provided to this county 
and the State of Minnesota in trial of State of Minnesota v. Jeronimo Yanez. Secondly, I 
write to re-assure you that the criticism of the verdict some have expressed is likely due to 
a failure to understand what you were asked to do and that you faithfully fulfilled the 
difficult task you were asked to undertake. 

You job was to determine whether Officer Yanez had committed the crime charged by the 
State. The elements of manslaughter in the second degree are demanding and the State’s 
burden was. as always, high. The statutes that you were instructed to apply required that 
the State prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that Officer Yanez created an unreasonable, 
substantial and unjustifiable risk of causing death or great bodily harm, of which he was 
aware, and then disregarded the risk. This disregard must have been one that goes beyond 
gross negligence and was coupled with recklessness. 

As to the specific allegations of the State, the law further required that the State prove, 
beyond a reasonable doubt. that a reasonable and prudent police officer would have 
realized that, in those few seconds and under circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and 
rapidly evolving, the words he was choosing, his tone of voice, and his failure to create 
“time and space” were creating an unreasonable, substantial and unjustifiable risk. 

The State‘s failure to prove any of the required elements of the charge required that you, 
the jury. return a verdict of not guilty. As we discussed when we met shortly after the 
verdict. I cannot convey my own opinions as to guilt or acquittal, but your verdict was fully 
supported by a fair interpretation of the evidence and the law you were obligated to apply. 
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The criticism of the jury’s decision of which I am aware has focused primarily on a reaction 
to the squad-cam video and on consideration of issues you as jurors were never asked to 
address. You were never asked to decide whether racism continues to exist, whether certain 
members of our community are disproportionately affected by police tactics, or whether 
police training is ineffective. You were simply asked to determine, beyond a reasonable 
doubt, whether a crime had been committed. 

My final instruction to you before you began your deliberations was this: 

Finally, you must remember that the authority vested in you is not an 
arbitrary power, but one that must be exercised with sincere judgment, sound 
discretion, and in accordance with the facts as you find them from the 
evidence and the law that I have just given to you. The responsibility that 
rests upon you should be borne courageously and without fear or favor. Be 
fair and act honestly. Deliberate without prejudice, bias or sympathy and 
without regard to your own personal likes or dislikes. We will await your 
verdict. 

l have no doubt that you fulfilled this commitment. For five days you deliberated over a 
case presented by accomplished and well-regarded attomays. and rendered a verdict 
reasonably justified by the evidence and the law. 

My last thought is this. Ibram X. Kendi, in his book on the history of racist ideas in 
America, quotes Malcolm X: “I’m for truth, no matter who tells it. I’m for justice, no 
matter who it is for or is against. I’m a human being first and foremost, and as such I’m 
for whoever and whatever benefits humanity as a whole.” Those words still have value. 
If we are to protect the jury process now and in the future, and if we are to encourage all 
of us to be willing to serve as jurors, then I would hope that your work will soon be 
understood for what you were asked to do and respected for what you did do. 

It was an honor to serve with you. You have the gratitude of our judicial district, our entire 
judicial branch. and the State of Minnesota. 
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